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In the hog sector there will be anticipation leading up to the
June 1 Hogs & Pigs report scheduled to be released by USDA
NASS on June 25. The report will give a glimpse as to the current
state of the U.S. hog sector as of June 1 and give insights into
possible disruptions caused by COVID-19. One piece of
information that will be of interest is sow farrowings as this will
give a view into producer’s intentions which will have
implications on production for the remainder of 2020 and into
2021. Another reason to look at sow farrowings will be because
of the increased rate of sow slaughter that started to occur in
late February.
Weekly sow slaughter through May has been above every
week this year with cumulative year-to-date slaughter over 1.4
million head, 11.4% above the same period last year. By and
large, sow slaughter did not see the processing disruptions like
what was observed in barrow and gilt slaughter. While barrow
and gilt slaughter saw significant declines starting in late April
and lasting through part of May, sow slaughter experienced
normal variations and actually gained during April and May.
Typically, sow slaughter starts to gradually decline going into the
summer months. Since the start of February sow slaughter has
done the opposite and gradually increased.
The March 1 Hogs & Pigs report gave an indication that sow
farrowings were likely to decline as the report stated the MarchMay 2020 farrowing intentions were down marginally to 3.119
million head and June-August 2020 farrowing intentions were
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slated to decline 4.3% to 3.134 million head. Keep in mind that
the survey for the March 1 Hogs & Pigs report would have been
conducted the first part of March, prior to the onset of COVID-19
in the U.S. Given the strong pace of sow slaughter through the
year it is likely that March-May and June-August farrowings will
be lower than what was reported in the March 1 report. Lower
farrowings during the second and third quarter will have
implications on hog slaughter during the fourth quarter of 2020
and into 2021.
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The Daily Livestock Report is made possible with support from readers like you. If you enjoy this report, find it valuable
and would like to sustain it going forward, consider becoming a contributor. Just go to www.DailyLivestockReport.com
to contribute by credit card or send your check to The Daily Livestock Report, P.O. Box 4872, Manchester, NH 03018
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